Case Study

The Digitary Effect at Educational
Perspectives, nfp.
Digitary has transformed the way credential evaluation reports
are issued at one of the largest credential evaluators in the
United States. Ken Warren, President of Educational
Perspectives, nfp., explains
“Prior to working with Digitary, Educational Perspectives (EP) relied
exclusively on paper-based solutions for the delivery of our
completed credential evaluations. The cost of watermarked
“safety” paper was excessive and sufficient stock was often difficult
to obtain in a timely manner. EP had no control over the security of
the information in our evaluations once they left our office, leaving them susceptible to alteration and forgery.
Furthermore, we could not tell if our evaluations had actually been received by the intended recipient.
Digitary has resolved all of these issues. Our printing and postage expenses have been greatly reduced, and we can now
ensure that all of our evaluations are authentic, tamper evident, and are received by applicants in a timely manner. With
Digitary, EP continues to maintain control over the content and validity of the evaluation, while our clients and
customers have the added advantage of controlling access to their verified documents. At EP, we can monitor when an
evaluation has been received.
The response to Digitary technology from universities has been overwhelmingly positive. EP and Digitary are currently
working toward a 'Phase II' project, which will enable delivery of completed evaluations and educational credentials
from EP directly to universities.”

About Digitary
Digitary enables over 30 Higher Education Institutions in 5 countries to securely certify and deliver certificates,
transcripts, credential evaluations and other official documents online. Digitary helps institutions to migrate from
paper-based processes, and in doing so reduces administrative costs, improves services levels, and eliminates
credential fraud. Digitary customers include the University of Cambridge, London School of Economics, and
Australian National University.

Easy On-Boarding
Organisations can start using Digitary to replace paper transcripts within days, while more complex integration
aspects can be handled in parallel by integrating with Digitary APIs. Digitary can help institutions to generate
fully customised electronic transcripts, degree certificates, and other documents en masse using data from any
Student Information System.
Digitary customers include...

To learn more,
please contact us...

Digitary,
Invent Building,
Dublin City University,
Glasnevin, Dublin 9,
Ireland.

Tel: +353 1 7007071
Email: info@digitary.net
Web: www.digitary.net
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